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Abstract. Relevance Feedback methods generally suffer from topic drift caused 
by words ambiguity and synonymous uses of words. As a way to alleviate the 
inherent problem, we propose a novel query phrase expansion approach 
utilizing semantic annotations in Wikipedia pages, trying to enrich queries with 
context disambiguating phrases. Focusing on the patent domain, especially on 
patent search where patents are classified into a hierarchy of categories, we 
attempt to understand the roles of phrases and words in query expansion in 
determining the relevance of documents and examine their contributions to 
alleviating the query drift problem. Our approach is compared against 
Relevance Model, a state-of-the-art, to show its superiority in terms of MAP on 
all levels of the classification hierarchy. 
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1 Introduction 

Query Expansion (QE) is one of the Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to enhance 
effectiveness of document retrieval. It is generally used to disambiguate the context of 
a user query. One of the heavily researched approaches is Pseudo-Relevance 
Feedback (PRF): an automatic query expansion method based on the assumption that 
top ranked documents retrieved for a query are the most relevant ones. While the 
terms in top-ranked documents are considered the best resource for selecting 
expansion terms, past research shows that PRF-like models suffer from several 
drawbacks such as query-topic drift [6], [7] and inefficiency [5]. There have been 
attempts to use lexical resources, most notably WordNet, for QE. As WordNet has 
been exploited in various IR tasks including QE [10], [13], [14], a common 
conclusion resulting from its limited coverage of words and relations, and the lack of 
contextual information for each word, is low effectiveness [11]. While words’ 
ambiguity is a main reason behind using QE to disambiguate the query context, 
phrases can play the same role because the surrounding word(s) in a phrase provide 
additional contextual information. When phrases were used alongside with words for 
IR, however, the results have been disappointing with only a slight improvement or 
even a decrease in effectiveness [16]. A reason is that phrases have different 
distributions over documents when compared to words [15]. Motivated by the topic 
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drift problem in PRF, inability to improve retrieval effectiveness with automatically 
identified phrases, and the limitations of using WordNet for word-based QE [10],[17], 
this paper proposes a novel QE approach utilizing Wikipedia semantic annotations 
(i.e. categories) for query phrase expansion. Our approach concentrates on reducing 
query topic drift using both WordNet and Wikipedia, to handle word synonyms and 
concurrently compensate the limitation of WordNet by enriching queries with phrases 
to disambiguate query context. 

Wikipedia is an online collaborative contribution of the Web community to 
building an encyclopedia. Generally, it was utilized for IR-related tasks including 
Word-Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [9], Named-Entity Retrieval [24], Document 
Clustering/Classification [20], Question Answering [21], and QE [24], [28]. In 
Wikipedia, a page describing concept expressed as a word or phrase belongs to one or 
more categories, each of which contains a category title (i.e. Information Retrieval), 
titles of the pages in this category (i.e. Discount Cumulative Gain, Generalized Vector 
Space Model, etc.), and other related categories (i.e. Information Science). Our work 
differs from all other works in its utilization of individual categories, page titles under 
each category, and links to other related categories. 

We test our method on patent search, which has arisen as one of the important 
information retrieval fields, especially for legal IR [1], [8]. As current patent search 
systems use a keyword-based approach, effectiveness of retrieval relies on the quality 
of search keywords [2]. Patents are particularly suitable for testing our method 
because they usually contain a large number of phrases because they often deal with 
technical vocabulary. Aside from several unique characteristics such as vocabulary, 
usage, and structure, patent search is unique in that each patent is manually assigned 
to one or more classes from the IPC (International Patent Classifications). A group of 
patents belonging to a class are said to be relevant to each other. IPC has a hierarchy 
of three levels, Sub Class (SC), Main Group (MG), and Sub Group (SG), with SC 
being most general. For example, when a patent is assigned to the IPC “G06F 17/30”, 
its SC, MG, and SG are “G06F”, “G06F 17”, and “G06F 17/30”, respectively. The 
IPC hierarchy allows us to study generalization/specialization capabilities of phrases 
as our retrieval task is to classify patents with or without query expansion. Our 
proposed query expansion approach has been tested on US Patent & Trademark 
Office (USPTO) patents provided by NTCIR.  

In our experiment, comparisons are made against Relevance Model (RM) [4] 
because it has often been used as a comparison benchmark [3], [4]. Among many 
PRF-based efforts [4], [5], [6], [11], RM has drawn much attention with its strong 
probabilistic ground. Details of RM are omitted for brevity.  

The contributions of this work are: (1) a thorough study of the effect of adding 
phrases to the baseline and RM in ranking documents. (2) an evaluation of the effect 
of RM and WordNet for word-based query expansion, their roles in 
generalizing/specifying the query topic, and their relevance to the query topic. (3) an 
exploration of the effect of utilizing Wikipedia for query phrase expansion and its role 
in generalizing/specifying the query topic, and (4) an analysis of the interaction 
between WordNet-based expanded words and Wikipedia-based expanded phrases, in 
addition to studying their effects on ranking documents and then finding an optimal 
weight ratio between them for achieving the best retrieval effectiveness. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work is presented. Our 
proposed framework is described in section 3. Experiment goals, environment and 
results are discussed in section 4. Finally, we conclude in section 5. 

2 Related Work 

Among the several automatic QE approaches, PRF has shown its effect in improving 
retrieval effectiveness [19]. While several attempts to enhance PRF were reported 
[12], [18], [4], others tried different approaches (i.e. expansion based on query 
characteristics [22], mining user logs [25], using external resources [26]). QE based 
on local collection statistics may fail due to the lack of relevant documents for a 
query, necessitating external collections were used for query enrichment [26]. In this 
work, we follow the strategy of using external resources as a way of enriching and 
disambiguating queries with relevant words and phrases.  

Relevance feedback models have been proposed as query expansion methods. 
However, it is well known that it suffers from topic drift [6], [7], especially in short 
queries. Major causes are the ambiguity of query terms and the method adopted by 
PRF in weighting and selecting query candidate expansion terms (i.e. IDF). We 
attempt to alleviate these problems by expanding query phrases using external 
resources rather than collection-dependent phrases. RM was adopted in Lemur IR 
Toolkit, which we used to implement and test our model. Generally, in Lemur toolkit 
an RM query takes the form of #weight( w1 Baseline_Query w2 Expansion_Terms ), 
where w1 and w2 are normalized weights, set to 0.5 by default. This way of scoring 
seems unfair considering that expansion terms are not guaranteed to be relevant to the 
query topic in the first place. In this paper, we try to find the optimal weight balance 
between the baseline query and the expansion terms for producing the best 
effectiveness and then compare our proposed model with the best possible results 
obtained from RM. 

WordNet has been utilized for QE in different ways. For example, WordNet 
semantic relations have been used to solve the problem of vocabulary mismatch [10]. 
In [17], the query words were expanded separately by intersecting each word’s 
synsets sharing a lexical relation in different resources. An interesting result shows 
that using WordNet synsets in addition to “glosses” as expansion words contributed 
significantly towards effectiveness. We compare our model with best reported results 
in [17].  

Wikipedia has been utilized for QE in different ways. A link-based expansion 
approach is [28], where PRF is modified to rank links based on their target documents 
scores, and then use link texts as expansion terms. RM is then used for another round 
of expansion. This approach has shown a significant improvement over RM on blog 
documents. Our work is different from the state of the art works in that we utilize 
different parts from Wikipedia (i.e. categories, category links to relevant categories, 
and page titles under category pages), trying to expand different type of query terms 
(i.e. Phrases).  

Several types of phrases (i.e. noun phrases, head/modifier, bigrams, and others) 
have been used for different IR applications [23], [3], [27], but very rarely for query 
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expansion. In [3], for example, semantic information extracted from DBpedia is 
utilized. A phrase is run against DBpedia index using cosine similarity. SKOS 
(Simple Knowledge Organization System) of top ranked documents are used as 
thesauri to expand phrases. Additionally, all synonyms extracted from WordNet are 
added as expansion terms to the query used for research article classification over the 
IPC hierarchy. Our work shares the same idea of using an external resource for 
phrase-based QE but proposes a new method with a different resource, i.e. Wikipedia, 
and examines various options with a greater depth. 

3 Proposed Method 

Our method concentrates on providing contextual information to the query and 
avoiding vocabulary mismatches. Query words are expanded considering the most 
likely synset returned from searching WordNet, where synsets’ ranking is based on 
word frequencies in the British National Corpus. In addition, phrases are also 
expanded as they contain contextual information for individual query words. Phrases 
are used to search the Wikipedia index to extract a set of Wikipedia categories 
(primary categories), their related categories (secondary categories), and the 
Wikipedia pages belonging to the primary categories, which are later processed to 
generate a set of candidate expansion phrases. Merging the original query with the 
candidate expansion words and phrases generates our expanded query. 

3.1 Page Similarity  

In Wikipedia, each titled page belongs to one or more categories. In computing page 
similarities, we consider pages belonging to the same category are similar to each 
other, instead of using the text in them. In addition, we use the related (secondary) 
categories linked to a category page of the primary category. Two categories with 
different titles can be seen similar to each other when they share related categories. 
For example, two pages whose categories are “Green Automobiles” and “Green 
Vehicles” are considered relevant to each other when the corresponding category 
pages share some secondary category names. However, their similarity is not as 
strong as the pages belonging to the same category. Further, page titles can be used 
for similarity calculation when the pages do not match in terms of their primary and 
secondary category names. We consider two pages are similar to some extent when 
there is an overlap between the titles of the pages belonging to the primary and 
secondary categories of the original pages being compared. For example, while 
“Precision & Recall” page and “Accuracy & Precision” page do not share any 
primary and secondary categories, they share several page titles belonging to their 
categories. Similarity between two Wikipedia pages is computed as follows: 

( )
1 2 1 2 1 21 2 , , ,, 0.5 0.3 0.2 P P P P P PSim P P PPC PSC PT= × + × + ×  (1) 

Where PPC is percentage of primary category phrases match to all distinct primary 
categories, PSC is percentage of secondary category phrases match to all distinct 
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secondary categories, and PT is percentage of page title phrases match to all distinct 
page titles. Phrases considered matching iff an exact string match exists. Weights 
assigned arbitrarily upon our assumption that PPC is the most important among all, 
followed by PSC then PT. Weight optimization is left as future work. For this 
computation, each Wikipedia page is indexed with primary and secondary categories 
and page titles of the categories. Indexing in this way will allow us to estimate 
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of each query phrase under language models 
of each field (i.e. primary category field, secondary categories field, category page 
titles field), as will be explained later. 

3.2 Query Term Extraction and Expansion 

In patent search, terms are extracted from a query patent to form a search query. Key 
terms are extracted from different parts of query patents to see their roles in 
experiments as will be explained in section 4. We first apply a stop word filter that 
uses a customized list collected from different sources (i.e. KEA, InQuery, Lemur). 
We then apply Stanford POS Tagger to the resulting text and Regular Expressions 
(RegEx) to extract keywords and keyphrases. This process is particularly useful for 
short fields like titles and abstract as the brevity might not be enough for statistics-
based methods (e.g. TFIDF, CHI, IG) of feature selection. Nouns, verbs and 
adjectives are extracted as keywords, and then phrases using RegEx. Further, all 
unigrams that are covered by a phrase are removed, as they are already disambiguated 
by additional contextual information in the phrase. The RegEx used to extract 
keyphrases is given by: (VBG|VBN|JJ|JJR|JJS)(NN|NNS|NNP|NNPS)+ where VBG 
and VBN are verbs, JJ, JJR and JJS represent adjectives, and NN, NNS, NNP and 
NNPS represent nouns and proper nouns in singular and plural forms. This RegEx 
was built based on our observations over the tagged query patents. After generating a 
query by extracting key terms from a query patent document, it is split into a bag of 
words (BOW) and a bag of phrases (BOP). Each entry in BOP and in BOW is 
expanded using Wikipedia and WordNet, respectively. A query phrase is expanded in 
order to alleviate any vocabulary mismatch by, for example, finding an alternative 
name for a technology (e.g. “speaker identification” and “speaker verification”). 
Often times, the same technology can be expressed in different phrases. A phrase is 
expanded using the Wikipedia index. To retrieve Wikipedia pages, we employ the 
following model: 

( ) i ,|  λ  p(ph | ) j j i j
i G

P ph D θ
∈

=   
(2) 

where G = {Primary Categories, Secondary Categories, Titles of the pages under 
Primary and Secondary Categories} represents three background language models, 
and  are the mixture weights which were empirically set to 0.5, 0.3, and 
0.2, respectively. Additionally, language models are estimated as: 

,

( ,  )
( | )  
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j i
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c ph X
p ph

c X
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where c(phj, ) is the count of phrase phj in the Xi field of the index (with cosine 
similarity higher than 0.7), and c(Xi) is the count of distinct categories and page titles 
in the LMs. Further, top ranked 5 documents categories and titles are intersected to 
find common phrases. Phrases exist in 3 or more documents are added to the query. 
Finally, another cycle of word filtering is done to remove words covered by phrases 
trying to avoid duplicates, considering that those words are already disambiguated 
through a phrase or more. 

In our method, every query word is expanded, where the first synset found in 
WordNet is considered as an expansion candidate term. That is because different 
feature selection approachs (i.e. Chi, IG, DF,..etc) have shown different weaknesses 
in weighting terms (i.e. preference of terms with specific characteristics). For 
example, a statistical model such as IDF weights the term based on its discriminating 
power assuming that terms with low document frequency are more discriminating 
than others. To alleviate such an issue, query words are expanded separately aiming to 
reduce the effect of terms with higher weights over others with low weights, granting 
the chance for all query words to be expand regardless of their distribution over the 
corpus. This method of word expansion was followed hoping that WordNet expansion 
words will help in the case of vocabulary mismatch between the query and the 
collection. Furthermore, in patent domain IPC skewness is a very serious problem for 
patent search tasks (i.e. State-of-Art). In our indexed USPTO collection, less than 50 
IPCs embrace more than 13% of the documents, showing a long-tailed distribution 
where term sparseness for the majority of IPCs is the major problem. 

3.3 Patent Retrieval 

Using the expanded queries generated by our model, they were run against patent 
index using Okapi BM25 with default variables set in Lemur where, k1 and b are 
BM25 variables set to 1.2 and 0.75 respectively, while IDF is described in [29].  

After a ranked list of patents RQ is returned from a query, we re-rank them using 
the IPC information associated with them. The main idea is that if a retrieved patent 
belongs to the IPC to which the query patent belongs, it should be considered relevant 
to the query. A re-ranking algorithm should consider the fact that a search result is 
likely to contain multiple documents belonging to the same IPC and that each 
document may have multiple IPCs itself. Our re-ranking process is divided into three 
successive stages: IPC Mapping, IPC Expansion, and IPC Scoring. The process of 
generating a new list of documents’ IPC(s) with their scores is called IPC Mapping. 
Next, patents with multiple IPCs are expanded into several entries holding the same 
score, and rank, as the whole patent. This stage is called IPC Expansion. The 
expanded list is denoted as RIPC. Final stage is re-scoring IPCs as an IPC will 
probably occur several times in RIPC. For that purpose list LQ= {distinct IPCs in RIPC 
for query Q}. IPCs are re-scored as follows: 

( )
( ),

( , )
Q

IP Cipc L

IP C

rank ipc R
Score ipc

count ipc R

∈=
  (4) 
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In this case, IPCs with higher frequency on higher scores in RIPC are favored as they 
are assumed to be highly relevant compared to other IPCs. IPCs are further re-ranked 
based on their new scores. 

4 Experiments 

Our experiments aim at answering the following series of research questions: 

• What is the effect of using phrases in the baseline query in addition to words? 
• What are the best weights assigned to baseline and expansion parts in RM query? 
• What is the effect of query word expansion using WordNet? 
• What is the effect of using Wikipedia for query phrase expansion? 
• What is the effect of combining both Wikipedia and WordNet expansions? 
• What is the best weight balance between words and phrases in our expansion 

model? 

For our experiments, we used Wikipedia Dump of August 2010, in addition to Indri, 
which was used for indexing Wikipedia articles and NTCIR-6 USPTO patents of 
1993-2002 (~1.3M documents).  Queries were patents selected randomly from those 
contained in the IPCs having at least two patents. The query patents were then 
removed from the Index. A total of 1,780 patents were selected as the queries for 
experiments. Relevance judgments of the queries were made based on IPCv9 crawled 
from the USPTO website. Query patents were mapped to their corresponding IPCv9 
to generate the relevance judgment. In all our experiments, we used Okapi BM25 as 
the retrieval model for the combined query of words, phrases, and their expansions in 
our model. To determine which parts of a patent will generate the best query terms 
preliminary experiments with various combinations of patent parts were undertaken to 
find that a combination of Titles and Abstracts was the best. Thus all the results 
reported in this paper are for queries extracted from those two parts. During 
experiments, Precision and Recall were used to evaluate our work; however, 
depending on IPCs instead of documents. They are given as follows: 

( ) _ _ ( ) 

_ _ ( )

Relevant Retrieved IPCs Q
Precision Q

All Retrieved IPCs Q
=  (5)

  
_ _ _  

_ _

Distinct Relevant Retrieved IPCs
Recall

All Relevant IPCs
=  (6)

where Q is Query, Relevant_Retrieved_IPCs represents the number of documents 
with relevant IPCs in RQ, All_Retrieved_IPCs is set to number of top ranked 
documents (i.e. 1000 in our case), Distinct_Relevant_Ret-rieved_IPCs is the number 
of distinct IPCs correctly retrieved, while All_Relevant_IPCs represents number of 
IPCs assigned to the query patent. Same precision was used in evaluating NTCIR 
Patent Mining tasks; however, Recall was modified to evaluate based on IPCs. The 
number of relevant IPCs for each classification level is given beside the classification 
level notation (i.e. “SC (3155)” indicates that at Sub-Class level, there are 3,155 
relevant IPCs for the whole set of 1,780 query patents used for experiments) 
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4.1 Baseline Queries 

In our experiments two different baseline queries were used: unigram baseline queries 
and the unigram baseline queries plus phrases after deleting the unigrams involved in 
the phrases (denoted as “word/phrase” in Table 1). Table 1 shows a significant 
decrement in MAP (Mean Average Precision) with the word/phrase queries. This can 
be attributed to the generality of added phrases, while unigrams succeeded to rank 
relevant documents higher than word/phrase did. However, the recall drop was less 
severe, meaning that phrases disambiguated the context almost similarly to unigrams.  

Table 1. A comparison between the baseline, RM, and our method (OM)  

Query 
SC (3155) MG (3801) SG (5391) 

MAP Recall MAP Recall MAP Recall 
Unigram 39.19 84.40 23.99 80.03 15.64 72.71 
Word/Phrases  36.75 84.12 22.15 78.19 13.32 70.69 
OM Wikipedia 33.97 84.21 20.9 78.37 12.23 68.72 
Wiki-Links 50.57 77.65 37.94 73.30 22.06 78.52 
OM WordNet 40.19 84.43 24.66 80.53 15.84 75.71 
WN-Gloss 22.39 82.12 12.95 75.24 9.25 61.07 
RM 52.99 83.99 36.07 81.76 22.86 87.01 
Our Model 54.34 84.97 38.37 82.92 25.82 86.95 

4.2 Relevance Model 

In our work, as in Lemur, RM expanded queries generally follow a weighting 
structure that provides 50% of the weight to the original query terms, and the other 
50% to the expansion terms. To tune weights for RM queries, a preliminary set of 
experiments for variants of weights have been undertaken, and 0.6/0.4 was selected 
for Baseline/Relevance parts of the queries as they generated the best result 
(Experiment results were not listed in the paper due to page limit). As can be seen in 
Table 1, our model gave significantly better MAP values compared to RM but only 
slightly better results in recall. With further analysis it was found that RM 
performance worsens as participation from RM expansion part in scoring documents 
increases (i.e. 78% or more of query weight determined by RM expansion part). 
However, performance enhanced after weight participation decreased to less than 
77%.  

4.3 WordNet 

In our method (an experiment of expanding baseline query using WordNet, and 
skipping Wikipedia expansion part), 76% of words added by WordNet (representing 
more than 23% of all query words) had very high IDF; however, many of them were 
irrelevant to the patent topic. Further analysis revealed that WordNet expansion terms 
exist twice as many in the irrelevant retrieved documents as in the relevant ones. 
Those terms had the highest weights in the query and affected the search negatively, 
causing the query topic to drift. Table 1 also shows that queries consisting of words 
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and their WordNet expansions work slightly better than those phrase queries at the 
general level (SC) but much better at a specific retrieval level (SG Level). An 
interesting finding is that in each WordNet expanded query there are in average 8 
words overlapped with phrases in the title-abstract queries, representing 26% of 
average query length, and having a good chance covering general query topic. 
Furthermore, our method of WordNet expansion was compared to the WordNet 
expansion using glosses described in [17], denoted as WN-Gloss in Table 1. The 
result shows that QE using WordNet words from the first synset retrieves a better 
result than that of using WordNet glosses. 

4.4 Wikipedia 

In this section, two different sets of experiments were performed. First, to understand 
the effect of our proposed idea of Wikipedia expansion on query performance, this 
expansion has been performed on the baseline queries (annotated as OM Wikipedia). 
Even though this experiment’s MAP result was the second worst amongst all, it is 
important to note its recall result, which is only slightly lower than those of most 
other cases at the general level of IPC, and worsened at more specific classification 
levels. Examining Wikipedia expansion phrases, it was found that these results can be 
attributed to one (or more) of the following reasons:  

• Wikipedia titling policy which requires that category titles are topic descriptors 
specific enough to be distinguished from each other but general enough to cover 
more specific concepts in each page.  

• The number of relevant/irrelevant expansion phrases. As in retrieval process all 
phrases has exactly the same weight. This weighting policy was basically followed 
aiming not to judge a phrase based on its existence in Wikipedia index because it 
might be a new or uncommon phrase. On the other hand, the equal weighting 
policy might seem have helped irrelevant phrases to drift the query topic; however, 
this seems to be a low possibility considering that relevant phrases appear, in 
average, more frequently in relevant documents (i.e. In average, 2.7 expansion 
phrases exist in relevant documents compared to 2.1 phrases in irrelevant ones) 

• Wikipedia categories can be unreliable sometimes because it is possible to arrive at 
complete different sets of categories from similar pages (i.e. Wikipedia pages 
“precision and recall” and “accuracy and precision”). 

Furthermore, our model was compared to another state-of-the-art method of utilizing 
Wikipedia for query expansion [14]. As can be seen, the state-of-the-art model 
(annotated as Wiki-Links in Table 1) performed better in terms of MAP than our 
proposed method of Wikipedia expansion (without WordNet part) at all the classification 
levels and also better in recall at the SG classification level. However, it performed worse 
in recall at the more general classification levels (i.e. SC, MG). This indicates that 
expansion phrases added by our method are more general than terms added from 
hyperlinked texts, because they performed better on recall over higher classification 
levels; however, they are not enough for retrieving relevant documents higher in rank as 
can be concluded from MAP results. Note that the Wiki-Links based query expansion 
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performed comparably to RM. This indicates that selected hyperlinked texts contain good 
expansion terms comparable to the ones selected using RM. 

4.5 Proposed Method 

Our proposed method depends on the interaction between Wikipedia and WordNet 
expansions. All words and phrases were considered for expansion under the 
hypothesis that phrases provide good contextual information and hence valuable 
assistance to context disambiguation. Words and phrases were merged together in 
order to generate a more coherent, and a less ambiguous query than a RM expanded 
query. Our analysis reveals that phrases play an important role of promoting relevant 
documents in the ranked list since IDF values for phrases are usually higher than 
those of the words. It is worth mentioning that baseline queries consisted on average 
of 31 terms, and after applying our expansion method, the number of terms was 
increased to become 51. As shown in Table 1, our method performed better than RM 
at all levels of classification. As can be seen, the combination of WordNet-expanded 
words, and Wikipedia-based expanded phrases exploited the best of both to achieve 
the best MAP and recall. As in Table 2, our method shows significantly better 
precision@N, using a t-test at p = 0.05, especially at the specific classification levels 
where precision is significantly higher. 

Table 2. Precision@N, Our Method (OM) vs. Relevance Model (RM) 

 SC MG SG 
RM OM RM OM RM OM 

P@5 18.81 19.84 15.21 16.88 14.29 16.21 

P@10 11.23 11.74 9.74 10.64 9.81 11.16 

4.6 Phrase Weight Balance 

As our proposed method performed the best amongst all other cases, it seems 
important to find the best weight balance between words and phrases in the expansion 
method. A preliminary experiment with a subset of queries showed that fixing phrase 
weights twice as big as that of words gave the best results amongst all other 
combinations. However, giving higher weights to phrases over a certain limit (i.e. 
twice as much in our experiment) will generalize the query more, and decrease 
effectiveness as well (Experiment detailed results were not listed in the paper due to 
page limit). The same experiment was performed on RM by modifying phrase 
weights in the baseline part of the expanded query; however, the results shows that 
the higher weight assigned to phrases in the baseline part worsens the results in terms 
of both MAP and Recall. The reason is that RM expansion part still dominates the 
weighting of the query, with minor participation from the baseline part. Furthermore, 
increasing the weights of phrases in the baseline part decreases their weighting effect 
severely. 
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5 Conclusions and Future Works 

We have proposed a new method of using Wikipedia categories and WordNet at the 
same time for query word and phrase expansion in the task of search for patents. In a 
series of experiments using IPC categories and USPTO patents, our proposed method 
has shown the usefulness of expanding query phrases with Wikipedia categories of 
two kinds and titles, when they are used together with expanded words. Our analysis 
of the experimental results reveals that added phrases control topic drift caused by 
PRF. Our future work includes incorporating the Wiki-Links idea to our proposed 
expansion method, an IPC re-ranking model is being researched, as well as devising a 
more accurate method for keywords expansion by using a more accurate synset 
recommender method, so that we can pinpoint where the expanded phrases play an 
essential role. 
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